In June of 2017 I was contacted by a teacher at the British Vietnamese International
School (BVIS) in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The teacher mentioned that her students
had heard about my Ugly Fruit and Veg Campaign, and the issue of wasted ugly
produce, and wanted to do something. The students decided to write letters to major
supermarkets to get them to sell ugly produce instead of rejecting or wasting it.
The students also decided to send their letters to me via email. It was so sincere and
inspiring, letters from eight and nine year-old students (half-way around the world) who
were learning English, that I responded with a personal thank you email to each of the
50 students! The letters are so great that I want to share them with you below and hope
that it inspires kids you know (or yourself) to #LoveTheUgly (produce) and do something
about this issue.
Because #KidsLoveUglyFruit and as BVIS 4V Teacher Rachael Moss said “There is
nothing more powerful than the honest voice of children.”
Sincerely,
Jordan Figueiredo
The Ugly Fruit and Veg Campaign
www.KidsLoveUglyFruit.org

Dear Super market around the world
Today I'm write this letter because to persuasive you to buy ugly food! I
know that you are intelligent so can you buy ugly food?
Firstly, if you don't buy ugly food the farmer will throw it away and it
is waste also the farmer will lost there money with time. However we
can give the ugly food to the poor people.
Secondly, the ugly fruits and vegetables is taste the same at normal but
it just look ugly. The ugly fruits and vegetables is healthy and good.
Finally, if the farmer throw the ugly food, the Earth will get global
warming and it will bad for enviriment. When the enviriment are
terrible which mean the Earth will be destroy. Did you want the Earth
to be destroy?
What all I want to say know is can you buy some ugly food so the
farmer don't throw it away.
Nicky

Dear Supermarket
I write this letter beacause some super marker didn't sell ugly fruit and
vegetables. Also some farmers sell ugly fruit and vegetables to supermarket
then they can lose money and times to grow up the fruit and vegetables.
firstly is about waste fruit and vegetables. If you fling ugly fruit and
vegetable poor people don't have a food to eat and they can die. Also if the farmer
sell ugly fruit and vegetables they will lose money and the time. One more
things if you thow ugly fruit and vegetables is waste in the UK,1.4000.000
banana are throw and 1% is give to poor people.
Secondly is about your life is hearty. ugly fruit and vegetables make we more
active that also good to eat.
finally is about environment, if you thow ugly fruit and vegetables that make
the world environment pollute. Also one year had got a thousand of thousand
fruit and vegetables. When you throw ugly fruit and vegetables to the sea the
the waters will be a black. Some time when you go to sea and you see that you
don't want to smell that is terrible. Do you want to Smell terrible thing?
Thank you for reading.
Minh Tien 4V

Dear markets around the world
We are writing this because we want to stop food wasting because fruit and
vegetables are all wasted and we don't want this horrible thing happening. I
heard that people are wasting food because of people thinking that it's taste
bad and people not buying the ugly fruits and vegetables and fruits
People complain that they are ugly and not normal and poisoned or there is
something wrong with the vegetables and fruits they taste bad but that's
not true at all. Firstly all vegetables and fruits are healthy. There are some
ugly fruits like a dragon fruit, durian, a twisted carrot and other
wierd looking vegs and fruits.
Secondly these fruits fruits and vegs look stunning and kids can eat them
joyfully and play with it also eat it they can also be creative with them.
Thirdly we don't want wasting and also we don't want global warming.We
are persuading tou to buy vegetables farmers have less money.and we must
say sorry for the horrible mistakes we made to are earth and thank Jordan
for warning us about this horrible disaster.

Finally are target is to not waste and eat ugly fruits and vegetables in the
future . Keep are earth healthy and have a amazing life in earth .we would
like to stop this horrible food wasting.
Edward

Dear Supermarket around the world,
We write this letter for you because we want to stop wasting the ugly
food. More than that, you are the place that a lot of people went to buy
thing and you are very important. If you throw the ugly food we don't
have anything to eat. So here are the reason why,
Firstly, if you throwing the ugly food we will wast and we don't to eat
also if you throwing the ugly food away no more food to eat. Moreover ,
if there are no more food is gonna affect to the animal and a lot of
people. Furthermore, if we are throwing food the food gonna smelly
,horrible ,terrible and the gas are polluted and if the gas are polluted
it gonna be global warming and it not good for the earth.
Secondly, if we throwing the ugly food it a bad choice it still be the
same and had nutrition and it still be healthy if you don't want to
sell it you can give to the poor people or you can give to the people that
don't have any food to eat. Did you know in UK,
1.4 000,000 bananas are thrown away every day.
Thirdly, if. you don't want to sell it we could give to children. We can
give to the children because the ugly food is look funny and funky is
also very tasty and healthy for children gonna be super super healthy.
So do you want your children to be healthy? So please don't throw
ugly food and vegetables away.
In conclusion, we should not wasting food , the ugly food just taste the
same. When you read this letter done I hope you not throwing the ugly
food anymore.
Hope see you in Viet Nam soon
Susan

Dear markets
We think that you are on of the best market in the world and you make on of
the best choices. Your so kind because you never shout at your customers
because you want the customer have a great day and a nice time ,and you are
so kind to the customer
So they always have a great day. if you can can you sell ugly fruit and vegies
because they tast the same as perfect vegies. It's just not perfect but you can sell
to kids then like it more. If you don't buy then they get thrown away so plz buy
them there nutritious and good to . I like and will always buy them ugly veg,
because they are delicious and healthy but doesn't look good. Did you know
Ugly fruits and vegetables are the same as normal but they look funky it's cool
and good .

See you in Vietnam we hope.
Minh Tri

Dear super huge supermarket

Today I write letter to your super-cool-market to sell ugly fuirt and
vegables. Here why:
1.global warming
When we throw it away it will made out gas and that kind of gas will make
the world hotter and hotter and it will make global warming. Are you
happy when it happens when it have global warming?
2.ugly fruit and vegetables is still healthy!!!!!!!!!!!
Its is healthy and it taste the same!! But it getting throw away and it
is such a waste .But if you eat it,it will help you grow up.
3.farmers lose money!
when farmer throw away awfull vegetables because you won't buy. are you
happy when farmers lose money? you could sell them less money to children
because it looks funny and children love funny.
with some of these important information please can you sell horrid
vegetables there will be no more waste and global warming moreover
farmer will not lose money.
see you at vietnam

Form Quang,

Dear Dear Supermarket around the world,

You are a significant, lovely and marvelous market.
We are writing this letter to persuade you to sell ugly/wonky fruit and
vegetables because,
Firstly, this will be a wasted if you throw it away, and people are
starving because they don't have food to eat. If they don't have food,
they will died because hungry.
Secondly, food are still healthy if they are ugly, it also have the same
tasted and very delicious, if you try it you will know how healthy it
is.
Thirdly, the farmer will loose there money, because they work so hard
to plant this fruit but you have throw it away.
Finally, The ugly fruit and vegetables can also make us more creative.
When the children eat they can play with it and have fun.
In conclusion, we wonder if you can take some ugly fruit, vegetables
and sell them in your supermarket, so some kids can buy them and
play with them happily. They could be more creativity, they will eat it
everyday and be more healthy. If you don't eat it you can still give it to
the poor people for them to eat and have fun. They will not be hungry
anymore.
I hope I see you in Vietnam soon,
THAO NGOC.

Dear every supermarkets,
We know that you are the most smartest person and you sell the most delicious
food, we very love it. We think that you missing something that is ugly fruit
and vegetables. We got three reason.
Firstly, if we throw ugly fruit and vegetables will cost globe warming and the
penguins will die and there will not be any penguins.
Secondly, farmers will lost money because there are nothing left sell and
farmers will very sad and the farmers will be angry.
Finally, ugly fruit and vegetables have live like all of us and we need to protect
it and we will have a lot of ugly fruit and vegetables and mother of nature will
be very happy so she will not be angry.
So you see it very dangerous to throw ugly fruit and vegetables away so sell
ugly.
See you in Vietnam:
Kevin

Dear the super market,

Today, i write this letter because i thing you are very gental, outstanding
and special. I as you for don't throw ugly food and veg because
1.foods will waste a lots. Did you know that in U.K.,1.4,000,000 banana
are thrown alway everyday. So if you saw ugly fruit and veg please don't
thrown them, give it for a pool starving people.
2.The farmers are the one who grow them, they will loose many money
if they can't sell ugly fruits and vegetables to the other people then the
farmers don't have money
3.Inventhough, it ugly but it still healthy, delicious, and task the same at
the not ugly fruits and vegetable.
You are very very very very important, you help the world so much. So
please don't throw ugly fruit and vegetable.
See you again
Thank you

Oreo

Dear supermarket all over the world,

I write this letter to ask you to sell the ugly fruit and veg because it
won't waste and make global warming.
Firstly, the ugly fruit and veg can be give to poor and starving people. It
can be call as charity. If you given those ugly fruit and veg the poor
and starving people it won't be waste and the people have food so they
will alive, just because you throw ugly fruit and veg away million of
people will die.
Secondly, you and the farmer will lose their money and you too. All of
the energy of the farmers is use to grow the plant but if it is ugly so it
will been throw away. And if all of the food is ugly, what will you
do?
Lastly, the ugly fruit and veg just taste the same normal children
didn't like to eat fruit and veg but if it is look silly they want to eat it
more.
I believe you will sell the ugly fruit and veg after read my letters.
See in Vietnam soon,
From Gia Linh

Dear supermarket
We think you are the best because you are get vegetables and fruit to us eat, we
want to persuade to don't throw the ugly fruit will waiste the fruit. why we don't
get the fruit to the other children and get the vegetables to get the money and
Donets for the children who don't have home . The vegetables is the same heathy
and delicious and that the farm will lose money. The ugly fruit and vegetables
is not the same body but the same heathy. I think you be persuaded, good luck.
BY Minnie.

Dear supermarket around the world,

You're the best supermarket,
We write this letter for you because you are thowing fruit and vegetables. I
think you should take vegetable and fruit because farmers will lose money
and time, waste food is not global warming and I now you are the best
foremost beautiful supermarket. I think the vegetable and fruit is a same
,the vegetable and fruit is ulgly but is good and have energy
and taste a same .
You are the most interesting supermarket.

From Thanh Vy

Dear supermarket,

I am writing to you to persuade your company to sell ugly fruits and
vegetables. We all think that you are the most wonderful, the most
excellent and of course the most important company ever been. We also
think that the world will be nothing without you.
There are more than 1.4000000 ugly fruit and vegetables are trown
away every day and that will cause global warming. The fruit and
vegetables that was thrown away produces a type of gas that causes
global warming moreover it can ruin the environment . Think about it
what do you get back huh? Are you proud of yourself?
Think about this, all of the fruit and vegetables that had been waisted
can be feed to the pore/starving people in at least one country! They
wouldn't mind much at least they have food to survive in nature but
there is less than 1% that the ugly fruit and vegetables are fed to them.
There is no scientific facts about what has changed in them the only
thing that has changed is how they look. The vitamins are still the
same and they are still as healthy as normal.
Hope to see you again in Vietnam
Cherry

Dear: market
We are send you a letter for you because you are waste of the vegeble and fruit
some people was die because there no food.
First the farm will lose money and there will do 3 thing of this. the farm
dont get money and there will don work every more or the farm will know and
don work every more and there will not give a food for a market every more and
there will play with there pet and don do every thing

There are to much waste of food there will have 3 thing down here 1.400.0000
million banana there will not have banana every more or if you
waste food there not food there not food and the earth will die and the
animal will eat a broke vegeble or fruit and there die and the word don have
meat.
I think you will think again and I thing you will not waste of food every more
and you will eat a vegeble and fruit if people don buy.
Form: xuan phat

Dear Mr Jordan please can you send this letter to a USA Supermarket.
Thank You and hope to see you in Vietnam soon.
Dear Mr Supermarket,
We've heard some dreadful news that you only sell perfect fruit & vegetable
and throw the other one's away.We know that you are one of the bestselling and your also very good at picking things to sell in your Supermarket
but in this problem I think your being very evil to to the ugly fruits and
vegetable away. Here's why you should sell or use the ugly Frisia's and veg:
Firstly, did you know that half of USA is fat because they.have to eat
unhealthy cheap food. They had to do this because the perfect fruits and
vegetable is too expensive for them so they can't afford it. Therefore they
had to buy cheap food. If you sell ugly fruit and vegetables they can afford
it and USA will be a healthy country. Secondly,50%of fruits and vegetables
are thrown away by you and your some more supermarket. Do you think
this is ok? Is this going to destroy our earth? We think you should use it for
a more useful things.
Finally and most and most important is global warming.
Do you know that 1/10 of the ice in Antarctica has melted? If you keep
doing this more ice will melt and cause Tsunamis and the world might
drown.
In conclusion, We think you should do more useful things with the ugly
fruits and vegetables than throwing it away. I hope you understand and will
think again about your decision.
Thank You for your attention,
Hai Dang

Dear mr supermarket,

Today I'm write for you a letter, the reason I write this letter is I want
to tell you about lost of ugly food and vegetable was throw away.
The first reason I write for you is I have seen lost of and lost of vegtable
was been throw away so I want to say you throw food away like you
throw money because the food and vegetable sell from the money so.
The second reason, is we if we don't ate this food so I thing we can
throw that food we didn't want to ate we could give for the animal
don't have food to ate.
Finally, the famer the famer was loose his money because the famer
was lost his time to take the vegetables and I thing food and vegetables
are very healthy for us so we throw away the food and vegetables and
the famer will loose the money
So, I thing you should don't waste food and vegetables.
From Tri Minh 4B Bvis.

Dear mr Jordan
I write for you the letter because, about the ugly food and vegetable,
we need to sell ugly food and vegetable because if we don't sell it the earth
will be destroy, here is my 3 reason.
This is the first reason it about global warming. If we don't sell ugly food and
Vegetable the people don't have any food to eat and they will dead and
the earth will be destroyed.
This is the second reason reason, the ugly food has be throwaway, in America
the kid has fat because in America they don't have vegetable and the kid
eat burger so they fat.
And this is the final reason, if we don't sell ugly vegetable and fruit. did you
Know in 1 day in UK 1000,40 bananas has be throw away. And the earth
Will be poison.
Thank you so much
Quick Thai

Dear Supermarkets,

I write this letter for you, because I want you to sell the ugly and wonky
food.
Did you know that? 1.4 million of banana are throw every day in the
United Kingdom. If every body waste food we will be starving rather you
throwing you can give it to the starving people.
If the food are weird you won't buy then the farmer will lose a enormous
mount of money. If the farmer can't sell there and farm will not sell again.
You can sell that ugly food in kid section. Then the kid will like ugly food for
the kid section and they will tell there parents buy it a lot because it look
very great and cool.
If the people don't have enough money to eat healthy they will eat
unhealthy food and they will sick and fat. If you make it cheaper and they
will buy it and be healthy.
I think ugly and wonky food is marvoulus and fantastic.
See you soon in Vietnam.
From Minh Tien

Dear super market around the world,

I'm writing to you because, to ask you to sell ugly fruit and vegetable.
Food wast: ugly fruit and vegetable taste the same,if you don't eat it give
it to the poor people who have no house to live.
Make people unhealthy: if you don't have vegetable you just eat meat
and rice your body will be unhealthy. the supermarket throw all the
ugly vegetable away so people can not to eat healthy food.
Globe warming: the ugly vegetable will be throw away on the place
that Cary rubbish and this type of vegetable will black and taste not
good it will the earth smelly.
From Minh Tai

Dear super market,
I write this letter to you because you don't buy ugly fruit and vegetables so the
famer have to throw it away. We knows that you sell the top appetizing food
and amazing product.
Firstly, you can give ugly fruit and vegetables to starving or poor people
because only less than 1% percent of waste food is use for starving people.
Secondly, you make people unhealthy. The ugly fruit and vegetables are still
healthy and tastes like normal. Moreover kids can like ugly fruit and
vegetables.
Lastly, it will cause global warming because it needs machines.
Your sincely
Jonny

Dear Big Supermarket

We are writing this letter to you because we wan't you to sell ugly fruit and
vegetable.
Firstly, there are poor people don't have food. Moreover, 20-40% of food
grown is throw away. In the U.K there are 1.4 millions banana are throw
every day.
Secondly, if you throw lot's of rubbish it will be very dirty.Further more, it
will be bad for the enviroments and it will be really smelly.
Thirdly, the farmer won't have money to survive. Also, you have to respect
the farmer effort, If you don't do this things they will don't do any thing
for you again. If you don't sell ugly fruit and vegetable and then you run out
of it, then you won't have money to survive or do anything.
In conclusion, we want you to sell ugly fruit and vegetable, we hope you
agree because you are the coolest and you work really hard.
Kind Regards
Suri-4S BVIS

Dear supermarket managers,

I am writing this letter to you because you should sell those ugly
vegetables for some reason.
Reason 1:When you throw away many ugly vegetables, there will has
many trash. For example, many trash cause pollution and Global
Warming and we can't survive anymore.300,000,000 tones of fruit is
throw away each year.
Reason 2:The farmers have put a lot of effort for growing the vegetables.
However you didn't respect the farmers hardworking, so please can you
don't throw it away. Instead of that, the farmer can rest and we will
die.
Reason 3:The out look of the ugly vegetables are not important but it
very attractive and appetizing. As a result,1.2 tones of ugly fruits and
vegetables sold in 1st two days in France.
In conclusion, I hope you agree and sell it after reading my letter.
Kind regards,
Bella from BVIS Ho Chi Minh City

Dear co.op market
We are writing to you a letter, to you not to throw food away. You are the
smartest market.
Firstly, you throw food away, you just get lovely food, while you throw food
away, why you don't think about the poor people that don't have food? The poor
people don't have food and you keep throwing food, the poor people will be
hungry.
Secondly, did you know around the world have a lot of rubbish? If you throw
many and many rubbish just like fruit. This will make Global warming. There
are lot of thing has oready been throw away. There are a lot of thing oready been
throw away, but you still throw trash away.
Thirdly, you will lose many and many money if keeping throw food away. If
throw food away that you plant, then you throw it away, you take many
energy.
In conclusion, we would like you to stop throw food away. Try it before throw the
food. Thank for read my letter.
Kind Regards,
Ann thu Bvis.

Dear super market manager

I'm mike I'm in year 4 at Bvis.I'm writing to stop

wasting ugly fruit

and vegetables.
First reason , there are a lot of food been thrown a way then the
atmosphere gets thicker after that it gets hotter it will make global
warming. in additions the food will make chemicals in the air because the
trash and Food will mixed together. more over there are 3,000,000 tones
of food been thrown away every year.
Second reason, we should eat the food because we are wasting food while
the food is edible. also it had a lot of nutrious and it healthy . there
are lest than1% of food

were given to the starving people.

Last reason, if you throw food then you are throwing money and money
will be a huge wast if you throw it away. Also, if you are out of food then
you don't have money.
I think you should think about my reason ,you should keep the ugly fruit
and vegetable because you are smart and intelligent people.
Kind regards
Mike

Dear mega maker,

I writing this letter to tell you that you need to sell the ugly fruit and
vegetables, under this I have some reason.
Did you want the pennitess poeple don't have food to eat. First if you
waste the food the poor poeple will died for no food to eat. Moreover the
far mer will think we don't respected them. Also we don't respect the
time they work and have food for us to eat. After that the food the
farmer grow is yummist and delectable.
Senconly if the supermaket throw the wonky fruit and vegatable you
will don't have anuf

Khanh Nhi

Dear King Super,
I'm writing to you to sell ugly fruit and vegetables if you sell ugly fruit and
vegetables you'll get more money moreover you will get much more customers.
Firstly, you will show more respect to the farmers that makes the food.
If you sell them the farmers will feel nice inside in addition they will feel better
and the fruits and vegetables will taste better. Sell them if you want to be rich.
Secondly, you will get much more customers for example you will get much
more money then you can afford anything you need. Your business will get
much better then you imagine and you will be famous.
Finally, those fruit and vegetables are heathy and nutrition. Your customers
will be surprise and glad and you'll will be the only supermarket that has theses
fruit and vegetables you will be super duper rich.
After this letter I hope you change your mind now sit back and relax because
I'm going to tell you some facts. Do you know 20%-40% food is throwaway each
day! Less 1% of the food that's thownaway is given to those starving people. In
the United Kingdom 1.4 million bananas are wasted in a day! You should sell
them and 24% more customers and the bad thing is you will be sold out in 2
weeks. They sold 1.2 tones of ugly fruit and vegetables in a day.
Sincerely,
Sofia

Dear Big C supermarket manager,

Every one know that your supermarket is the top in Vietnam. As a
customer, I want your supermarket to sell ugly, wonky fruit and vegetables
.This is because 20% - 40% of food growing has been thrown away.

Firstly, ugly, wonky fruit and vegetables is spectacular and special. All of
this ugly ,wonky fruits and vegetables are extraordinary. This kind of fruits
and vegetables are the hardest to find in the whole world. They look unusual
but creative as a art teacher.

Secondly, all the ugly, wonky fruit been thrown away. As the result, the
unlucky people from all around the world did't have food to eat but instead
of respecting the food as well as the farmer hard work we are wasting the
food. On the other hand, the pitiful people need to work very hard as being
a maid to have food, so we have to respect the food as well as respecting
the as well as respecting ugly ,wonky fruit and vegetables .

Thirdly, imagine your supermarket is out of food. Then, will the customer
come to your supermarket again? Absolutely no. So at that time the only
thing you can do is sell ugly ,wonky fruit and vegetables. The customer will
rather eat ugly, wonky fruit and vegetables than have nothing to survied
.Moreover, if we don't have food to eat we will DIED❗️⭕️⭕️⭕️

So I want your supermarket to sell hideous fruit and vegetables. In addition,
ugly ,wonky fruit and vegetables is the juiciest and healthiest fruit and
vegetables in the world .From all this reason ,I hope you will agree with me
.Thank for reading.
Your sincerely,
Suri

Dear Big C supermarket,

I am writing to you this letter to persuade you to sell ugly fruit and
vegetable. Everyone in Ho Chi Minh city know that you are the only
supermarket that always sells great, gorgeous, glamorous fruit and
vegetable, however sell wonky food is good too!
Firstly, ugly fruit and vegetable are very healthy and nutritious. Ugly
fruit and vegetable outside it look as frightening as a monster and it
also is the most repulsive food in the world, on the other hand,
scientist say it have a lot of nutrition and it also very pleasant . Did
you know as a result, 1.4 million of repulsive bananas are thrown
away everyday int the U.K because of how they look? Do you want it
continue to happen? You can help by selling wonky food.
Secondly, it can help you make more money. By selling ugly fruit an
and vegetable you may have more money. Morover, your supermarket
could have more customer because your supermarket have food that
look strange and funny more wonderful it is also very pleasant. Selling
repulsive food is good for your supermarket too!
Thirdly, if you throw away food, it waste! Did you know the amount
of revolting food that you throw away can help a billion of hunger? As
a result, less than 1% of waste food is given to the starving people and
most of ugly fruit and vegetable was throwing to the bin. So do you
want that to happen again? Will the ugly food will continue to
throwing to the bin?
In conclusion, selling wonky fruit and vegetable is the best way to
make your supermarket better and it can help people around a lot. If
you sell ugly food, you will be the most gentle supermarket in the city.
Furthermore, it will show that you respect the farmer by using the food
that they grow.

Your sincerely,
Bao Tran 4I

Dear Takayashima shopping center,
We want your shopping center to sell ugly fruit and vegetables in your
shopping center. In this letter I will prove three reasons to sell ugly vegetables.
Firstly, ugly vegetables are still nutritious, also ugly vegetables are not taste
disgusting or bad. Furthermore, if they look disgusting that means they are
natural.
Secondly, we have to show respect to the farmers. For example, if we don't sell
ugly vegetables , farmers may be mad and won't produce for us more food.
Moreover, farmers might lose their jobs.
Thirdly, your shopping center might keep a lot of customers, and if you sell
ugly vegetables, customer will buy more food. Did you know a shopping mall in
France named Intermache is selling 1.2 tones of ugly vegetables in two days.
I hope you will sell revolting vegetable like the Intermache shopping mall. I know
you will do that because you are the most remarkable , magnificent , gorgeous
shopping mall ever .
Kind reguards,
Hoang Long 4i.

Dear supermarket,

In our earth,

Many fruit and vegetables have been thrown away at

the market just because all these fruit and vege are ugly and weird
.you shouldn't throw these thing away
REASON NUMBER1
Not respecting the farmer
All farmer in our countries work very hard to grow all of these fruit ang
vege,you are wasting there time to grow this food.They trade you the food
but then throw it away .that is a waste of time for the farmer.
REASON NUMBER2
Waste of food
If we keep throwing these food away we might not have any more food left.
we are also not respecting the people. That travels the food to another
countries. Furthermore these could cause global warming

If you throw

these food away it's like your throwing trash away."do you want this to
happen".if not then STOP

Did you know that 300,000,000 tones of

food is thrown away each year!
REASON NUMBER3
They are very healthy

.

Even though these foods are hidieous although they are still healthy. it give
your body more energy and it is nutritious as well.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion you should sto

throwing all these foods away.even

though they are ugly they are still healthy to eat.you should buy these
fabulous, glamorous looking

Na

Foods and stop throwing these foods away.

Dear Maga Market,

I think that Mega Maket should sell the ugly fruits and vegetables so
the user have more food to eat.
Firstly, if you have more vegetable to eat you will be burly and
healthy. Furthermore, in school the P.E teacher will proud of you.
Seconly, when the worker added the ugly fruit there will be lot and lot
of fruit so that more people. The supermarket will have more money.
Thirdly, each year 300,000,000 tones of ugly fruit and vegetables was
thrown away and if the worker at Maga Market thrown the ugly fruit
and vegetables away Mega Maket will be one of a part that throw fruit
away.
In conclusion, if you agree with my idea and stop throwing fruit away,
Mega Maket will be very famas. Thank you for reading my letter.
Kind Regards
Quocbinh

Dear Big C,
I sent this letter to ask you for sell monstrous food. We buy the ugly foods for
eat not for compare with the other pretty food. Down here is som reason:
The first reason is to respect the farmer, if they see your supermarket sell the
monstrous foods they will happier so that the farmer can make more food. Also
they will have money and the can live with their family.
In addition, the ugly foods are very disgusting but they are healthy for all of
your body begin from leg to head. this hedious food help your bone grow faster,
also it look replutive however it is delicious and it also have vitamin in there. For
example, orange has vitamin C, carrot has vitamin A and ...
Morover, you can earn more money. After that you will be rich people so you can
travel everywhere you like! Or you can get that money to give for the poor people
don't have anything for eat.
Do you want your costumer to healthy? If you want I suggest you to sell the
ugly food, it will help you with your bussines Big C. If you sell some of this
food you will have more costumer. So please sell the revolting nutrition (food).
Gia

Dear supermarket managers

Everyone knows you have the biggest market we ever know and we write
this letter to you because you should gift this hideous fruit
And vegetables because 300,000,000 tons of food is thrown away each
years and we want you gift

the fruit

to the poor lpeople

Firstly, it will effect the global warming, when the people throwing fruit
and vegetables away,the supermarket con a use fire to destroy the fruit and
vegetables then there make smoke anywhere in the earth, the water will be
destroyed when people throw the plastic bag in to the rivers however, there
noting to drink in the end, the air will become hotter and hotter then, the
people will go in the death.☠️
Secondly it Healthy and nutrition, the people will get more energy so the
people can exercise and do more thing, the energy from the fruit
and vegetables are big

in conclusion, the ugly fruit should be given to the poor people

Huy Duong

Dear Lotte Mart,

I would like you to bring in some ugly or wonky fruit and veg.
Moreover this is a great way to respect the farmers.
Firstly, when you bought this fruit and veg in, it help our bones and
muscles so we can grow to be more fits. Furthermore, in those
fruit and veg they have a lots of nutritious. Also they are good for our
body to help us grow.
Secondly, when we throw those ugly or wonky fruit and veg away it
make our environment worse than usually. For example the
rarest animals would die out like: the Siberian tiger, the Bangal tiger...
As a result, this extraordinary creatures will become extinct.
Moreover not just animals got extinct it will lead to a part where water
and air got polluted.
Thirdly, your martket will lose a lot of customers if you don't bring
more of this fruit and veg in one you would run out of food and no
more food mean no more customers and no more customers mean no
more money. Moreover 24% more customers.
In conclusion, less than one 1% of food waste is given to starving
people.In addition, a supermarket in France call Intermache 1.2 tones
of ugly fruit and vegetables there was sold in the 1st two days.

Kind regards
Sue

Dear, Mét maket
I writing this this letter to tell you thât you need to sell the ugly food and vega.
Did you want the penittis people don't have food to eat Fisrt ì you ứat the food,
the poor people will died with no Food to eat. Moẻover the farmer will think ưe
don't respect the work and have food for us to eat. Aver that, the food the farmer
grow ít yummiest and delectable.
Secondly it the super maket throw the ugly food you will don't have ânf for
people buying. There for, ì you sell the ugly food you will have more money ,.
Thirtly, ì you sell the wonky food ảe diffrent Shapes but it heathies the people
will nuy Alot 1s day you .
In conclusion, I think you will sell the ugly fruit and veg to everyone . Vẻy
think to read My letter, I know you sell the ugly food.
Kind regard
Khanh nhi

Dear Big C,
I am writing this letter for you so you can change your mine, I think you
should put some ugly fruit and vegetables in your supermarket because
these ugly fruit and vegetables are mouth watering. Here are some reason
that your supermarket should have some ugly fruit and vegetables.

Firstly, the environment right now is horrible because we are wasting so
much ugly fruit and vegetables therefore it make the sun hotter moreover if
we are throwing ugly fruit and vegetables we will just have a little bit of
space because the world is plenty of ugly fruit and vegetables.
Secondly, we are so lucky that god gives us food however some people are
wasting food that mean they are not respecting god therefore god will be
woeful.
Thirdly, there is lot of poor people are starving in the world, did you know?
All of the food that are waste are in the bin just 1%of ugly fruit are for the
starving people. Did you know? In intermurchē supermarket they are
starting to have some ugly fruit and vegetables moreover a lot of people like
there ugly fruit and vegetables therefore they have more custermer and
they make some juice and smoothies by ugly fruit and vegetables.
In conclusion, for the above reasons, i hope that you have change your mine
to have these ugly fruit and vegetables in your supermarket. Thank you for
reading.
Your sencirily
Kayla.

Dear supermarket ,

In wanting every pepenl in the world be helpol so I want the
supermarket to geve the world food and vegetable, I very now that same
Pepper don't have food to eat or don have money to buy them some
food or something for them I want the supermarket to
geve the only don have money
Firstly, if the food and vegetables are ugly we don't have to fron the
food and vegetables away, we keep the food in the supermarket and we
Kane buy the food.
Seriously the supermarket have the food and vegetables and we Kane
buy food from family.
Inconsistency, we want the supermarket don't front food away.
Fom Tony

Dear Gigantic supermarket,
I am Oscar from British vietnamese Intanational school. I am telling you why
you should sale the ugly fruit and vegetables.
Firstly, If you throw away ugly fruit it will make the earth hoter. And it's bad
for the farmers hard work of planting. Also if you throw it away then it will
make the ground bad.
Secondly, it's bad for the energy of the farmers of making the fruit and
vegetables. It's bad for the farmers because they need to buy the seeds and plant
them. After they need too grow them.
Finally, you may think it looks discusting that it's the worst but as a fact it is
delicious and healthy. And more delicious than you think.
Conclusion, thank you for reading my my letter and I hope you consider about
it thank you, thank you.
Your sincerely
From Oscar

Dear supermarket ,
We all know that you were selling heathy fruit and vegetables for us. But
you should't throw away ugly fruit and vegetables, here are some reason
why.
First, if you throw away ugly vegetables or fruit, it will cause global
warming for the earth and it will be terrible. It could be raining cats and
dogs and we can't go swimming or anything outside, we could be sick.
Next, it could cause pollution for the world, the world would be very dirty
and if we breath in the oxygen that have a lot in of pollution, we could be
sick badly and go to our furnural and that would be very sad.
Finally, we are wasting the farmer effort and wasting all of our time, were
are wasting all the healthy foods for us to eat. When you look outside of the
foods, it is very ugly but in the inside, it is very very healthy for us.
In conclusion, I suggest you should not throw away ugly fruit and vegetable
away like that because it is very wasting food.

Rosy 4S

Dear Big C

We are wirtting a special subject to us. We would like you to don't waste
ugly fruit and veg.
Firstly, why don't you give dose ugly fruit to to the starving people they
mide love it. Did you know that there are less than 1% of wasted a is
given to the startving people.
Secondly, if you throw the ugly fruit you will not respect the farmer.
Inadition there are 1.4 banana are throw every day.
Thirdly, if we throw to much uor planet will full of trash. Moreover
300,000,000 have been throw away every day.
I hope you don't throw ugly fruit and vegetables.!

Dat

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am Tram Anh and I'm a student at British Vietnamese International School. I
think you should stop throwing ugly fruits and vegetables. You are the
smartest and most intelligent.
Firstly, you are making the invironment polluted by throwing ugly fruits and
vegetables and the fruits and veg be rotten then the smells will fly everywhere,
it mix with the oxygen it smell very terrible. Furthermore, we mit be sick very
bad and died.
Secondly, you will lose customer and your boss will be very grumpy and you
wont be very happy if you have no money, beside your supermarket will run out
of normal fruits and vegetables very quick.
Thirdly, you are rude to the farmer by throwing ugly fruits and vegetables, I
suggest if you stop throwing ugly fruits and veg you will have more for
customers.
In conclusion I think you should stop throwing ugly fruits and veg. You are the
most handsome and prettiest.
Your sincerely,
Tram Anh

Dear giant supermarket

My name is Emily and I learning in BVIS. I writing this letter for you
because I want you to buy this ugly food and vegetables.
Firstly, if the farmer throws a lot of food away there will be no more food
to eat then we will be very hungry because the farmer has throw the food
and vegetables away already.
Secondly, now you throw to much food and vegetables about 300,000,000
tones of food have been throw away in one year. And if you throw so many
food to the bin it will have a stinky smell because the fruit and vegetables
are rotten. This smell will make our world will be global warming.
Thirdly, everyone don't now that the food is ugly outside however the food
inside is very healthy, yummy and wonderful. So I think you don't need to
throw food and vegetables when you don't know the fruit is yummy or not
then you can throw it away.
In conclusion, we know your supermarket is the most beautiful, delicious
and healthy fruit and vegetables in the whole world so I hope you will
consider this. And thanks you to read this letter.
Yours sincerely,
Emily

Dear big C

I know you want to throw ugly fruit away but I want your suppers
markets to sell ugly fruit and vegetables. You are the most respect people
so I know you will listen to me.
Firstly if you say to the person to buy that that they can use it for
decorating in Halloween then maybe they will buy it because it is

cheaper and easier to buy.
Secondly, if you throw the ugly fruits and vegetables away that mean
you are not respect the farmers hard work and if the famer know it
they will be very sad and don't grow fruits and vegetables anymore.
Thirdly maybe your supper market will run out of fruits and
vegetables so your supper market can't sell fruits and vegetables and
don't make money.
In conclusion, I hope you will sell the ugly fruits and vegetables .

By Ryan

Dear mr Big C
We are writing this letter for your supper marketers to stop your supper market
throws ugly fruits and your ugly vegetables away because 1.4 million
bananas are being thrown in the U.K. and we have to stop the throwing away
the ugly fruit away. here are some of the reasons why you don't throw away
your food
Firstly, you keep throwing your food all of the food makes global warming
because three hundred millions tons of food been thrown away each year food is
the same as three millions elephants are a lot of food we have thrown
Secondly, just thinks you're a good farmer you didn't makes any thing wrong
with the supermarket and the food you give to them being thrown so the hard
work has been giving away like a farmer they're a person not a animal you
have to respect the farmers.
Finally many people have died because they don't have food so if you don't
selling it then please give it to the person that hungry
or the person that homeless
So finally I want you don't throw the ugliy fruit away
Your sincerity
Nam

Dear Family Mart,
I don't know how to spell your name but I write this letter to tell you that
you should sell ugly fruit. I hope that you had change your mind after
reading this letter. Moreover if you wan't to add more ideas for the ugly
fruit call 093333,so sit on your chair,had a coffee and enjoy the letter.
Firstly, it show politeness to the farmers. For example, farmers work day to
night to make ugly fruit grow but no one had even sell it! This show that
we just disrespect to work self .Farmers can be really poor if they can't sell
any thing. Imagine it ! how poor can farmers be?. Farmers make food for us
so respect the farmers. Oh !,not only farmers but we need to showing
politesse to the ugly fruit. Moreover it can effect the earth a lot. We depend
to live on earth what can we do?.
Secondly, they are good for you and nutrients. The ugly fruit are hilarious
but on the other hand it healthy for us. Costumer would love healthy fruit
right?. Ugly fruit make us even never sick. When we eat ugly fruit and
vegetables it make our body stronger. It even had an incredible taste. Once I
was 7 years old mama told me eat some ugly fruit and vegetables so you be
healthy.
Before I step on to my final reason I hope that you will sell some ugly fruit
and vegetables. Ok, so now let's get started into the final reson. Thirdly, we
had different feelings ,some are sad, happy angry....The ugly fruit had an
incredible shape that can make us laugh .As you know ,that the ugly fruit
and vegetables are cut but they not always cute, they are nourishing. People
think that ugly fruit and vegetables are not fancy.Well ,that true but when
people eat it there feelings changed a lot .

Finally, I want to thank you for reading this letter I hope that you should
sell ugly fruit and vegetables. Once again I hope that you show politeness to
farmers.

By Elise.

Dear supermarket
I write this to let you know should sell ugly fruit and vegetables. When
I write this letter I hope the supermarket manager will change your
mind.
Firstly to make supermarket rich. If supermarket not rich then
supermarket will not have money to buy more fruits and vegetables
Moreover if supermarket rich they can updated the supermarket the
supermarkets. Furthermore if supermarket sell ugly fruit and vegetables
maybe they will get more money. Do you want supermarket run out of
fruit?
Secondly to show the respect to the farmers, if we buy fruit and
vegetables in the supermarket that means you have show the respect to
the farmers. Inadition the farmer is working very hard to make the
vegetables grow up to give us eat. If we don't buy it,the farmer will be
very miserable. Moreover we have throw a lot of fruit and vegetable
away therefore have a lot of people Naver no fruit Hacene no fruit to
eat. Do You wanted every people is strave?
Thirdly fruit and vegetable helps us stronger. Moreover fruit and
vegetable have a lot of nutrients. Furthermore fruit and vegetable helps
us away from the sicknes. Also 14 million Baranas are be throw away
from U.K and 300,000,000 tones of fruit is be throw away from every
year. Do you wanted every people in the world is be sick?
Inconclusion the supermarket should sell ugly fruit and vegetable so
they can eat a lot heathy things.
Your sincerely
Ngoc Quan

Dear Giant Supermarket
I am scarlet from British Vietnamese International school
I will telling you about why you need to sell the ugly fruit and vegetables
Firstly, The ugly fruits and vegetables are very ugly, But we eat the ugly fruit
and vegetables we will be more healthy and stronger. The ugly fruit and
vegetables are very healthy and delicious so every adults are buying a fruits
and vegetables but supermarket don't sell the ugly fruit and vegetables they
can't eat any fruits and vegetables.
Secondly, The supermarket need to sell the ugly fruits and vegetables because
The farmer is working very hard. But supermarket didn't sell the ugly fruits
and vegetables we waste the farmer's hard working.
Finally, The ugly fruits and vegetables are very healthy. But supermarket
didn't sell the ugly fruits and vegetables people can't be healthy and stronger.
So supermarket need to sell the ugly fruits and vegetables. So people can be
healthy and stronger.
Thank you for reading my letter

Dear supermarket
I am write this letter because you should sell out the ugly fruit and
vegetables.
Firstly, about waste, the farmer throws all of the vegetables but it still haves
vitamin inside and you should know about the farmer they will lost they
energy and money.
Secondly, about the world ,you should know the normal people like us
don't have food but the poor people don't have food. If you let the farmers
throw. Will the earth Global warming.
Thirdly, you need to think about your supermarket made more money , as
good but 30% cheaper .
In conclusion, I hope that you will never throw the ugly vegetables .thank
you for reading.

Your sincere ,
Anh

